Dr. Tahir Barlas is a renowned HSE Consultant, who brings 28 years of world class experience in Managing & Practicing HSE in various Organizations. His earlier experiences include working with Shell in Pakistan as Country HSE Manager, GM - HSE PIA, GM Compliance and HSE at Azgard9 Group and an Occupational Health Advisor at ICI Pakistan.

Being an ITC ILO Global Consultant & Trainer, currently, Dr. Barlas is operating in the foreign regions, as well as assisting a number of leading organizations in Pakistan as OHSE Consultant. Also, as a Lead Auditor for OHSAS 18001 & ISO 14001 International Health, Safety & Environmental Standards, his significant contributions are in the area of HSE Compliance, Auditing, Training and Development and Implementation of HSE–IMS, Road Safety, Behaviour Based Safety, Ergonomics and Occupational Health Management across various Industrial Sectors in Pakistan.

Developed in the early 1990s, Tripod Beta is an incident investigation and analysis methodology designed in line with the human behavior model explicitly created to help accident investigators to understand the influencing environment and uncover the route organizational deficiencies that allowed that incident to happen. To achieve results that are saving in time and effort, a deeper and more comprehensive analysis and a clearer understanding of the failures, register yourself today at the 1-day workshop organized by the Management Association of Pakistan; ‘Tripod Beta Analysis-Accidents’ Root Cause Investigation’ facilitated by Dr. Tahir Barlas on 2nd November, 2016.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Utilize Tripod Beta theory to identify immediate and underlying causes and to construct an accurate incident causation tree.
• Learn the Incident / Accident Causation Mechanism
• Learn the Reporting and Investigation Techniques-OSHA Guidelines
• Learning from some major Industrial Accidents.
• Identify control and prevention measures/remedial actions to prevent recurrence that directly address both the immediate and underlying causes of the incident.
• Root Cause Analysis - The Tripod Beta Methodology.
• Facilitate an Incident Analysis Team to effectively analyze a Serious Accident
• Case Study - Using Tripod Beta by Top Investigators
• Syndicate Exercise
• Understand the Key Defensive Driving Skills

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
This engaging session is designed to educate the Top Management, Operations Managers, GMs, Line Management, Senior OHSE Professionals, HR & Admin Managers, Psychologists, Security Managers, and Public Affair Managers.

WHEN & WHERE?
2nd November, 2016 | 10:00 A.M – 4:30 P.M
Workshop Venue: PSTD (Pakistan Society for Training & Development)
Add: Plot# TC-3, 34 Street, off Khayaban-e-Seher, Opp. Royal Rodale Club, Phase V, DHA, Karachi

TRAINEE’S PROFILE:
Dr. Tahir Barlas is a renowned HSE Consultant, who brings 28 years of world class experience in Managing & Practicing HSE in various Organizations. His earlier experiences include working with Shell in Pakistan as Country HSE Manager, GM - HSE PIA, GM Compliance and HSE at Azgard9 Group and an Occupational Health Advisor at ICI Pakistan.

Being an ITC ILO Global Consultant & Trainer, currently, Dr. Barlas is operating in the foreign regions, as well as assisting a number of leading organizations in Pakistan as OHSE Consultant. Also, as a Lead Auditor for OHSAS 18001 & ISO 14001 International Health, Safety & Environmental Standards, his significant contributions are in the area of HSE Compliance, Auditing, Training and Development and Implementation of HSE–IMS, Road Safety, Behaviour Based Safety, Ergonomics and Occupational Health Management across various Industrial Sectors in Pakistan.
REGISTRATION FORM

Institutional Member  [ ]  Student Member  [ ]
Individual Member  [ ]
Non-Member  [ ]

Name _____________________________

Designation ___________________________ Membership No. __________________

Organization _____________________________

Address _____________________________

City _____________________________

Phone _____________________________ Fax _____________________________

Mobile _____________________________ E-mail _____________________________

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

MODE OF PAYMENT
Cash/Cheque No. _____________________________
Dated _____________________________
Amount _____________________________

Registration Fee
Early Bird Fee (register by) 26-Oct-2016  Regular Fee (register after) 26-Oct-2016
MAP Institutional Member Rs. 11,000/- Rs. 12,500/-
For two or more Institutional member nominations Rs. 10,500/- Rs. 12,000/-
MAP Individual Member Rs. 9,500/- Rs. 11,000/-
Student Member Rs. 5,000/- Rs. 5,500/-
Non-Member Rs. 14,000/- Rs. 15,500/-

Includes: Lunch, Tea & MAP’s Certificate

Registration:
Registration to be confirmed only on receipt of cheque in advance
• Cancellations or substitute nominees acceptable up to 48 hours prior to the event.
• Early bird discount can only be availed if payment is made before the day of event. Otherwise, invoice will be reissued at Standard Fee.
• Please complete the Registration Form attached here to along with a crossed cheque for the applicable fee, in favor of Management Association of Pakistan, to be sent to MAP’s address given below:

For Direct Transfer:
• Acct Tittle: Management Association of Pakistan
• Bank Name: MCB Bank Limited
• Account Number: 00069030100000302
• IBAN: PK62 MUCB 0006 9030 1000 0302
• Branch Name: GTB Branch Karachi (0069)
• Payment Advice to be sent at: accountant@mappk.org  info@mappk.org

Phone: +92-21-35172431-33-34, Fax: +92-21-35172432, E-mail: info@mappk.org, programs@mappk.org.